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Handouts – Organizers can share handouts during webinars. 
Handouts are made available in the Control Panel during the 
session, which attendees can then download onto their own 
devices.

(g) -

Audio Pane – You can choose Computer Audio or Phone Call. 
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Westcove Partners

We think differently. We created Westcove with a bold vision: to change the way that healthcare founders and entrepreneurs think about investment banking
services, from transaction-based exchanges to relationship-driven advisory services. Our values are rooted in achieving premium valuations for our clients and
ensuring that the legacy created by the founders thrives post transaction. We achieve superior outcomes by being great listeners, taking time to understand
what makes our clients unique, and utilizing our past transactional experience to showcase the best value proposition our client presents to the marketplace.

Relationship Driven Advisory
• Our team focuses intently on the relationship that we have with our clients.

Rather than focusing on transaction volume, we focus on earning trust through
exceptional service.

• With excellent transaction execution as a core tenant of our firm, Westcove
manages a thoughtful transaction process from start to finish;

• We limit our engagements at all times which results in better client attention
and a higher rate of closing.

Execution Excellence

Expert Guidance 
• The Westcove team has deep healthcare investment banking

experience and has advised on over 75 transactions with a combined
history of over 25 years of experience all within the healthcare industry.

Abe M’Bodj
Vice President

Justin Hand
Managing Director

Westcove Presenters

100%
Founder
Focused

50+
Completed Physician 

Transactions

25+
Combined Years 
of M&A Advisory

$3B+
Transaction 

History
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Focused Services

• Establish long-term partnerships with 

founders to provide strategic 

guidance, industry introductions, and 

evaluate M&A opportunities.

• Early alignment with founders by 

aiding in present decision-making, 

which ensures a meaningful impact 

on future financing events.

Mergers & Acquisitions

• Honest and unbiased guidance for our 

sell-side clients that is always in the 

best interest of their organization and 

results in maximum value.

• Decades-long relationships with 

leading strategic consolidators, family 

offices, and healthcare financial 

sponsors which produce better 

strategic partners for our clients. 

Strategic AdvisoryDebt & Equity Capital

• Guide founders through alternative 

financing options such as minority 

recapitalizations, structured debt, 

convertible securities, or dividend 

recapitalizations that minimize 

dilution for shareholders. 

• Ensure capital source can be a value-

add partner to enhance future 

success.

Best Partner, Highest Value

Legacy-creating Partnerships

Listen, Strategize, Implement

Creative Capital Solutions
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Distinctive Approach

Founder

Operated

• We focus on healthcare founder operators that have not been through a change of control event and help them

navigate the unique challenges and thoughtful decisions a liquidity event presents.

• We create a mutual understanding with our clients built on trust and respect, resulting in thoughtful

consideration of all strategic options.

Sell-Side

Only

• We are never conflicted with potential liquidity sources as we align ourselves with potential sellers in

transactions, not strategic acquirers or private equity sponsors.

• We position ourselves as a business partner to our client, which allows us to better understand and drive home

the value proposition of their organization.

Physician 

Experience

• Our team members have advised on numerous physician practice management transactions across various

specialties (orthopedics, women’s health, gastroenterology, pain management, dermatology etc.).

• We have deep experience guiding and advising physician shareholder bases through transactions and have the

unique expertise to solve for varied motivations across the practice.

Legacy

Driven

• We believe a transaction should be measured both in value created at close and the long-term partnership

created through the transaction process.

• We create industry leading and legacy-enduring relationships.

Domestic

Focused

• We work with clients nationwide and primarily focus our attention on healthcare entrepreneurs across the

contiguous US, resulting in higher quality client service and better outcomes.

• Our network of professionals is vast, allowing us to make impactful introductions.

Healthcare

Focused

• We are dedicated to the healthcare industry and bring the experience of over 75 past completed healthcare

merger and acquisition transactions to each client engagement.

• Our deep knowledge and understanding of the healthcare industry enables us to provide solutions that

maximize value for our clients.
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Partner Universe

Westcove Partners has created lasting relationships with the leading industry partners through past transactions, conferences, thought leadership,
publications and strategy sessions. Our firm prides itself on speaking and meeting with these organizations on a quarterly basis to understand their investment
motivations, sector thesis, fundraising, and overall philosophies so we can introduce the best possible partners to each of our clients.

Strategic Acquirers 

Financial Sponsors

The listing of these companies does not qualify as an endorsement by the company.
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Poll #1 – What is Private Equity?

• How well do you understand what private equity is?

a) I am very familiar with what private equity is.
b) I am moderately familiar with what private equity is.
c) I am unfamiliar with what private equity is.
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What is Private Equity?

Private Equity Sponsors (PE) are investment firms that typically align with privately held businesses and provide an alternative financing structure to a strategic
exit. While the private equity industry has been in existence for decades, the market has changed dramatically in the past ten years and is expected to
continue to thrive in the decade to come.

Sources of 
Capital

Pension Funds

Endowment 
Funds

Fund of Funds

Individuals

Private 
Equity 
Firm

Uses of 
Capital

Platform
Investments

Bolt-On
Acquisitions

Capital
Expenditures

Hiring

Invest Capital  

• Sources of Capital, also known as Limited Partners (LP), commit to a 10-

year investment period; traditionally the first 5 years of the fund is

investing and the second 5 years is realizing returns with a target

minimum of 2x return.

• Private Equity firms, also known as General Partners (GP), commit to an

investment strategy that is predefined by the LP at the offering of the

fund.

10 Year 
Commitment

• As of 2020, there is an estimated $3.0T in available capital to deploy in

the marketplace, a staggering amount compared to just five years ago.

• During 2020 alone, 583 PE funds raised in excess of $535.2B committed

capital for investments. Despite the COVID-19 pandemic, there is an

abundance of capital that has continued to accumulate amongst private

equity, driving a competitive market for transactions.

Private Equity Capital for Deployment
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Poll #2 – Private Equity in Cardiology

• How familiar are you with the current level of private equity interest specifically in
cardiology?

a) I am very familiar with the current level of private equity interest in cardiology.
b) I am moderately familiar with the current level of private equity interest in

cardiology.
c) I am unfamiliar with the current level of private equity interest in cardiology.
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Why is Private Equity Interested in Cardiology?

Substantial Addressable Market

Aging Population

Shift Towards Value Based CareStructural Change in Employment

• More than 70% of cardiology groups are currently employed by
health systems, this number is likely to decrease as more
cardiologists return to the community-based setting.

• Cardiology practices owned by health systems are increasingly
evaluating the opportunity to leave the health system and open
independent ASCs and community-based practices.

Industry Dynamics Impacting the Cardiology Market

Fragmentation

• The first platform investment by a private equity firm occurred in
November 2020, with Varsity Healthcare Partner’s
recapitalization of Partners First Cardiology – setting the stage for
industry consolidation.

• There is an abundance of independent cardiology practices to
allow for the regional growth of established “platform” practices
through private equity partnerships. Leveraging the brand name
of the platform will allow a practice to seek alliances with
additional practices in key geographies.

Continued Shift to Outpatient Care

• Cumulatively in 2019 and 2020, 23 Cardiac Catherization and
Coronary Intervention Codes were added to the Medicare ASC
Approved list.

• Payors are also incentivized to direct patient care into the lowest
cost setting, further driving volumes in the outpatient setting.

• There are approximately 22,000 active cardiologists in the United
States.

• The percutaneous coronary intervention market is estimated at
900,000 cases annually, with Medicare payments of $10 billion.

• 20% of the population will be 65 years or older by 2030 and the
number of individuals that are 85 years or older is estimated to
triple by 2050.

• Cardiovascular disease prevalence increases exponentially with
age, and direct costs for cardiovascular care in the US is
estimated to exceed $800 billion by 2030.

• Relevant to other areas of specialty medicine, quality Cardiology
practices will be uniquely positioned to benefit from an industry
shift towards value-based care given the opportunity to
wholistically manage patient care and outcomes.

• Cardiology practices often have a Medicare heavy payor mix, and
it is likely that government payment models will transition faster
towards value-based payment models.

While still in its infancy as a consolidating industry, Westcove expects substantial private equity investment to take place within the cardiology industry in
2021 and beyond. As CMS continues to move additional CPT codes from the inpatient to the outpatient setting, and payors continue to incentivize the optimal
site of care, investment interest in the cardiology specialty will continue to accelerate.
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Private Equity in Physician Practice Management

Sector Investment Date Platform Practice Private Equity Group
Current Private Equity 
Portfolio Companies

Anesthesia 1994 11

Dental 1996 40+

Pain Management 2008 10

Dermatology 2011 25+

Radiology 2012 4

Ophthalmology 2014 20+

Gastroenterology 2016 8

Urology 2016 4

OB/GYN 2017 6

Orthopedics 2017 6

Oral Surgery 2018 5

Cardiology 2020 1

Driven by an appetite to replicate the growth that private equity firms have been able to achieve in other physician specialties, private equity firms are
becoming interested in partnering with leading cardiology practices to re-create this strategy. The first physician practice management platform investment in
the cardiology industry was announced in November of 2020, with Varsity Healthcare Partner’s investment in Partners First Cardiology.
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Private Equity Partnership Timeline

PE firms realize one of the 
fastest ways to create equity 
return is through 
acquisitions. PE advises 
on proper acquisition 
targeting, and successful 
integrations.

Year 1

Private Equity (PE) sponsors create partnerships with organizations to ultimately increase shareholder value. While the strategies are broad, over the
typical five-year hold period, the PE sponsor will look to both internal and external opportunities to guide management.

Initial Investment:

Valuation based on EBITDA 
multiple, Growth Prospects, 

Other Metrics.

Operational 
Improvements:

De Novo Strategy and/or 
Investment, Payor 

Negotiations, Hiring, 
Introductions

Further Investments:

M&A Transactions & 
Integrations,

Improve Operating Margin,
Finance M&A Strategy

Management Additions

Exit:

Monitor Market Conditions
Engage Deal Team

Negotiate Exit

PE seeks 2-5x return of equity; 
increased value from 

operational improvements and 
additional investment drives 

higher EBITDA, growth, and exit 
price

Year 2 Year 3-4 Year 5

PE brings experience from 
previous investments & 
provide portfolio 
companies insights to 
improve operational 
efficiency.

PE partners & 
management chart path to 
collective success. PE 
aligns with the best 
practices, and seek to 
augment success, 
not determine it.

Comments
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Timeline

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4
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Poll #3 – Partnership Options in Cardiology

• How familiar are you with the available practice partnership options in cardiology?

a) I am very familiar with the available partnership options in cardiology.
b) I am moderately familiar with the available partnership options in cardiology.
c) I am unfamiliar with the available partnership options in cardiology.
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Considerations New PE Platform
Established PE 

Platform

Strategic

Partnership

Remain 

Independent

Board Control

Cash Consideration

External Expertise

Equity Appreciation

Balance Sheet

Example Partner

Potential Partnership Options

Westcove believes the best way for physicians to make an educated decision is to review all the available options. Over the past decade, private equity
transactions, have become commonplace, and in many instances, more appealing than strategic acquisitions given the ability for the original shareholders to
maintain ownership in a familiar asset, their company.

Remain Independent
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Attributes of a Successful Cardiology Platform

Within Cardiology, there are a limited number of practices that will qualify as a “platform,” which creates scarcity value amongst the investor community and
increased competition for high-quality practices. Below are a few of the characteristics that make an attractive platform for partnership with a private equity
firm.

Geographic
Concentration

Market 
Reputation

Investments in 
Technology and 
Infrastructure

Comprehensive 
Ancillary 
Services

Strong Earnings 
Base

Strong 
Management

Elements of a Successful 
Cardiology Platform

Low Provider 
Concentration

Strong Clinical 
Reputation
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As Westcove has observed in a number of other physician specialties such as gastroenterology, oncology, orthopedics, dermatology, and urology; the
introduction of private equity into the cardiology industry will impact a number of industry dynamics that will likely significantly alter the landscape of the
specialty in the future. The changes tend to be driven by the capital investment and expertise that private equity firms can introduce to their partner practices.

What the Introduction of PE Means For Cardiology

Private equity will substantially increase the ability of cardiology 
practices to operate in the community-based setting and will 
facilitate the exodus of hospital-integrated cardiologists back into 
community-based practice.

Site of Practice

As practices partner with private equity, the level of data analytics 
and practice sophistication will substantially increase as practices 
begin to make the investments necessary to grow in terms size and 
prepare for value-based payment models.

Sophistication of Practices

The introduction of private equity into the industry will increase 
collaboration amongst practices as various groups choose to align 
with one another to create clinical networks.

Industry Collaboration

Practices will accelerate the adoption of outcomes-based payment 
models leveraging the experience of private equity in other physician 
specialties.

Industry Payment Models

As practices grow through partnerships with other practices and the 
re-introduction of hospital-integrated cardiologists back into private 
practice continues, the average size of cardiology practices will 
increase providing more leverage with payors and health systems. 

Practice Size

Industry Dynamic How Private Equity Will Impact Industry Dynamic
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Question and Answer Session
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